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The Human Guardians Seek to Stop Terrorism by Cutting Funding at the
Source

New movement is working with consumers to enact boycotts against countries that support
terrorists.

Netherlands (PRWEB UK) 16 August 2016 -- The Human Guardians have launched a mission to stop terrorism
in a way that they believe Western politicians have been unable to do thus far.

The Human Guardians say: “Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Qatar, Bahrain, Kuwait and the UAE are the real danger to
the world. For decades the Saudi’s and Gulf State allies have set up terrorist heavens across the globe
propagating the murderous Wahhabi doctrine, with already tens of millions of Muslims converted into
Wahhabi. Together with Turkey these countries are supporting terrorists like ISIS, al Nusra, al Qaeda, al Sham
and so on.”

U.S. Vice-President Biden on October 2, 2014: “Our allies in the region were our largest problem in Syria. The
Turks, the Saudis, the Emirates, etc., what were they doing? They were so determined to take down Assad.
They poured hundreds of millions of dollars and tens of tons of weapons into anyone who would fight against
Assad – except that the people who were being supplied, [they] were al-Nusra, and al-Qaeda, and the extremist
elements of jihadis who were coming from other parts of the world."

He later said: “And we could not convince our colleagues to stop supplying them.”

This dangerous cycle has been repeated time and time again. To cut through this cycle, the Human Guardians
have devised a plan to stop countries funding terror groups. According to the Human Guardians, the funding of
terrorism must be stopped first in order to stop terrorism as a whole.

According to the Human Guardians, terrorist groups are all over the Middle East and they are growing
frighteningly fast on an international scale with the terrorist attacks in Nice, Orlando, Brussels, Paris, San
Bernardino and Dhaka serving as examples of terrorists’ strengths.

Instead of relying on politics, the Human Guardians encourage consumers to take control by threatening
terrorism sponsors with consumer boycotts. An act that the Human Guardians say will devastate their
economies and end their sponsorship of terrorism. The power is in the numbers! That’s why the Human
Guardians are looking to work with a massive amount of consumers. These boycotts are the dealing hand in
their fight to end terrorism at its source.

When consumers join the Human Guardians, they aren’t asked to pay for their support, but in the event of a
boycott they are asked to not purchase certain products. The Human Guardians are also asking people to help
spread the word however they can, because it’s crucial to their mission. Founder Ton Jacobs says: "We need
your help to eliminate terrorism. Become a Human Guardian now! "

More information can be found on http://HumanGuardians.com. The website is available in ten languages.
Another six will follow soon.
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The Human Guardians is founded by Ton Jacobs, a former senior managing director of Dutch multinational
Philips NV. Ton got tired of seeing hundreds of thousands of people in the Middle East slaughtered for the
power quest of Saudi Arabia and allies and of the increasing terrorism attacks in the rest of the world. In his
opinion Western politicians allow all of this to happen. He decided to intervene and started the Human
Guardians. Ton is convinced that uniting all of us consumers will create the power to stop terrorism and
terrorism wars everywhere.

Contact details Human Guardians:
Founder: Ton Jacobs
Phone: +31 649 050 081
Email: ton.jacobs[at]humanguardians.com
Twitter: @HumanGuardians
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/HumanGuardians/
Email support: info[at]humanguardians.com
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Contact Information
Ton Jacobs
Human Guardians
http://humanguardians.com
+31 649 050 081

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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